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MAIN CHARACTERS

Sa

m

pl
e

ตัวละครหลัก

MR UTTERSON
มิสเตอร์อัตเทอร์สัน

DR JEKYLL
ด็อกเตอร์เจกิลล์

pl
e
m
Sa
DR LANYON

MR HYDE
มิสเตอร์ไฮด์

ด็อกเตอร์แลนยอน

BEFORE YOU READ

Introduction
1	Look at the front and back covers of this book and answer the questions.

1 Who wrote Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde?
Robert Louis Stevenson
2 What type of story is this?

pl
e

3 Where does the story happen?
4 What job does Jekyll do?
5

How do people feel about Mr Hyde?

m

Vocabulary

2a Match the adjectives in column A with their opposites in column B.
Use your dictionary to help you.

Sa

A

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

dark
evil
beautiful
busy
noisy
clean
strange
warm
sad
ill

a

B
good
happy
cold
healthy
light
quiet
horrible
quiet
normal
dirty

2b Think of three beautiful things, three busy places and three strange
days.
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3

Match the science words to their definitions. Use your dictionary to
help you.
1 laboratory noun[C]

	an adjective meaning ‘about

2 test tube noun[C]

	
e.g. blood, coffee, water,

medicine’

orange juice, etc.
	
a person who understands
chemistry or who sells
medicine
	
made of glass, you can use
this in chemistry lessons
1 	
a place where you can study
science
	
a person who studies science
	
an adjective meaning ‘about
science’

3 scientist noun[C]

5 liquid noun[U]
6 scientific adj

m

7 medical adj

pl
e

4 chemist noun[C]

Speaking & Writing

Chapter One of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde is called The Door. Look at
these two doors. What do you think you will find behind them?
Behind the door, there’s probably a table and some chairs.

Sa

4
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2

Chapter One

The Door

tried to

(pt ของ try)

smile very much. He lived alone. He enjoyed food, but
he ate very little. He loved the theatre, but he never went
to see a play. He was tall, thin and really quite boring.
His friends often invited him to dinner and, after a good
meal, he sometimes talked a little. After a very good
dinner, he sometimes smiled. Everyone trusted him and
it was strange, but everyone loved him.

Mr Utterson was really a very kind man. He lived a

very quiet life, but he tried to understand people who

Sa

พยายาม

lawyers, he preferred listening to speaking and he didn’t

m

โรงละคร
play (n) ละครเวที
boring (adj) น่าเบื่อ
invite (v) เชิญชวน
dinner (n) มื้อค่ำ�
meal (n) มื้ออาหาร
trust (v) เชื่อใจ, ไว้ใจ
strange (adj) แปลก
kind (adj) ใจดี
quiet (adj) เงียบสงบ
life (n) ชีวิต

Mr Utterson was a lawyer, a good lawyer. Like all good

pl
e

lawyer (n) ทนายความ
prefer (v) ชอบมากกว่า
listening (n) การฟัง
speaking (n) การพูด
smile (v) ยิ้ม
live (v) อาศัย, ใช้ชีวิต
alone (adv) ลำ�พัง
enjoy (v) ชื่นชอบ
theatre (n) ละคร,

understand

(v)

ทำ�ความเข้าใจ
people (pl) ผู้คน
(adj)

different

แตกต่าง

way (n) วิถี
knew (pt ของ know) รู้
bad (adj) ไม่ดี, เลว
person (n) บุคคล
last friend (n)

เพื่อนแท้

office (n) สำ�นักงาน
afraid (adj) กลัว
probably (adv)

อาจจะ

difficult

(adj)

ยากลำ�บาก

lived in a different way. He knew that some people
did bad things, but he still wanted to be their friend.
Sometimes, he was the person’s last friend. ‘Everyone
is different,’ he often said. When people came to his
office, they weren’t afraid; they could talk to him. It
probably wasn’t difficult for Mr Utterson to be kind; he
didn’t say very much anyway.
His friends were sometimes like him, but not always.
They were lawyers and doctors or sometimes they were
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from his family. Mr Richard Enfield was one of Mr

family

Utterson’s friends. He was a cousin, or a cousin of a

cousin (n) ลูกพีล่ กู น้อง
often (adv) มักจะ
a lot (adv) มาก
went for a walk

cousin. Mr Enfield was quite different from his friend.
He enjoyed the theatre, so he often went to the theatre.

(n) ครอบครัว,

ตระกูล

(pt ของ go)

ไปเดินเล่น

He loved food, so he often ate a lot. No one could really

together

understand why they were friends.

every (det)
met (pt ของ

Mr Utterson and Mr Enfield went for a walk together

(adv)

พบ

ทุก ๆ

ๆ ๆ

meet)

walk (n) การเดินเล่น
laugh (v) หัวเราะ
look (v) มีท่าทาง
unhappy (adj)

pl
e

every Sunday. People who met them on their Sunday

ด้วยกัน

walks often laughed about them. ‘They look so unhappy!’
they said. ‘What do they talk about?’ people also said.

For Mr Utterson and Mr Enfield, their Sunday walk
was the most important moment of the week.

m

===

One Sunday, the two men were walking through
London, as usual. The street was quiet on Sundays,

Sa

but it was always noisy and busy on a weekday. It was
quite a rich area of the capital and it was clear that the
people from the area wanted to be even richer; the shops
were very beautiful with a lot of lovely things in the
windows. Even on a Sunday, when it was quieter, it was
clear that the street was different from the other streets
in the area. The shops and houses were clean and the

ไม่มีความสุข

also (adv) เช่นกัน
important (adj)

สำ�คัญ

moment (n) ช่วงเวลา
week (n) สัปดาห์
as usual เช่นเคย
street (n) ถนน
always (adv) ตลอด
noisy (adj) เสียงดัง
busy (adj) วุ่นวาย
weekday (n)

วันธรรมดา

rich (adj) ร่ำ�รวย
area (n) พื้นที่
capital (n) เมืองหลวง
clear (adj) ชัดเจน
even (adv) ยิ่งขึ้น,

แม้แต่

shop (n) ร้านค้า
beautiful (adj)

สวยงาม

a lot of

(det)

จำ�นวนมาก

lovely (adj)
window (n)

สวย

หน้าต่างแสดงสินค้า

doors were painted.
Near the end of the street, on the left, there was an

house (n) บ้าน
clean (adj) สะอาด
painted (adj) ถูกทาสี
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entrance to a garden. The building on the left of the

entrance (n) ทางเข้า
garden (n) สวน
building (n) ตึก,
the others

ส่วนอื่น ๆ

garden was different from all the others in the street.
It was dark, it had two floors, but no windows. There

(pron)

was a door, but there was no paint on the door. There

dark (adj) มืด
floor (n) ชั้น
window (n) หน้าต่าง
paint (n) สีทาบ้าน
colour (n) สีสัน
children (pl ของ

was no window in the door. There was no colour. It was
clear that children played there; there were children’s
drawings on the door and around it. It was also clear

child) เด็ก
play (v) เล่น
drawing (n) ภาพวาด
ever (adv) เคย
clean (v) 		

that no one ever cleaned the door.
Mr Enfield and Mr Utterson were walking past this

pl
e

อาคาร

ทำ�ความสะอาด

door on the opposite side of the street, when Mr Enfield

ตรงข้าม

lifted his stick. ‘Look at that door,’ he said.

opposite

(adj)

‘Why?’ said his cousin.

‘I have a very strange story about that door.’

m

side (n) ด้าน, ฝั่ง
lift (v) ยก
stick (n) ไม้เท้า
strange (adj) แปลก
story (n) เรื่องราว
interested (adj)

สนใจ

‘Well,’ said Mr Enfield, ‘it was like this. I was coming

home from a dinner one night. It was a cold, black

Sa

night (n) กลางคืน
cold (adj) หนาว
winter (n) ฤดูหนาว
stop (v) หยุด
wait (v) รอ, คอย
answer (n) คำ�ตอบ
outside (adv) ข้างนอก
sleep (v) นอนหลับ
except (prep) ยกเว้น
street light (n)

‘Really?’ said Mr Utterson, interested, ‘What?’

ไฟถนน

began (pt ของ begin)

เริ่ม

listen (v)
carefully

ฟัง

police officer

เจ้าหน้าที่ตำ�รวจ

o’clock in the morning!’ He stopped talking. He waited,
but there was no answer from Mr Utterson, so he said,
‘There weren’t many people outside; all the good people
in London were sleeping. I couldn’t see anything except
street lights, street after street of street lights! I was a little

(adj)

อย่างระมัดระวัง
hope (v) หวัง

winter’s night. Well, it wasn’t really night, it was about 3

afraid, so I began to listen. I listened carefully. I hoped to
(n)

point (v) ชี้
corner (n) หัวมุม

see a police officer. I was just here.’
Mr Enfield pointed at the corner of two streets with
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his stick. One street was large and the other was little.
‘Then, I heard something. Was someone running? Were

large (adj) ใหญ่
little (adj) เล็ก
heard (pt ของ hear)

there two people? I heard them first and then I saw them.

something

A little girl was running along that street.’

someone

(pron)

run along

(v)

He pointed his stick at the little street. ‘She was
running along there. She couldn’t see him, but a man
was walking along the larger street. He was walking
very quickly and he didn’t know the girl was there.

ได้ยิน

บางสิ่ง

(pron)

ใครบางคน
first (adv) อันดับแรก
then (adv) จากนั้น
ว่ิงไปตาม

quickly (adv) อย่างเร็ว
ran into (pt ของ run)

ชน

man. She was a very little girl, eight or nine years old

horrible (adj) เลวร้าย
part (n) ส่วน
lying (pres part ของ

and she fell down.

pl
e

They met at the corner, where the little girl ran into the

fell down (pt ของ fall)

ล้มลง

lie) นอน

‘Now this is the horrible part of my story. The girl

m

was lying on the road and she was crying. The man
didn’t do anything to help. He just walked over her – he
walked on her body and left her there. It was horrible to

road (n) ถนน
cry (v) ร้องไห้
help (v) ช่วยเหลือ
walk over (v) เดินข้าม
body (n) ร่างกาย
left (pt ของ leave)

ทิ้งไว้, ปล่อยไว้

‘Well!’ said Mr Utterson.

man (n) คน, มนุษย์
animal (n) สัตว์
follow (v) ตาม
ran after (pt ของ

‘What could I do? I followed the man – I ran after

brought back

Sa

see. He wasn’t like a man, he was more like an animal.’

him. I stopped him and I brought him back to the corner.
He was very quiet and came back with me, but then he
looked at me! My blood went cold. I didn’t like him; in
fact, I hated him.
‘By now, there were a lot of people at the corner.
The child’s father and mother were there and her uncle

run) ไล่ตาม

(pt ของ bring)

พากลับมา

blood went cold

(pt ของ go)

ตื่นตระหนก

in fact อันที่จริง
hate (v) เกลียด
by now ในตอนนั้น
child (n) เด็ก
uncle (n) ลุง
doctor (n) หมอ

was there. A doctor was there, too. Well, he isn’t really a
The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde 17

pl
e

m

Sa

doctor, but he sells medicine. I know him; he’s Scottish
and a kind man.’
‘Was the little girl badly hurt?’ asked Mr Utterson.
‘No, not really. But the doctor was very angry. I
think the doctor wanted to kill the man. It was strange;
everyone hated the man. Everyone thought he was evil.
We all wanted to kill him, and the women hated him
the most.

ที่เป็นชาวสก็อต

badly (adv) สาหัส
hurt (adj) บาดเจ็บ
angry (adj) โมโห
think (v) คิด
kill (v) ฆ่า
thought (pt ของ

think) คิด

evil (adj) ชั่วร้าย
all (pron) ทั้งหมด
the most (adv)

ที่สุด

pl
e

‘Of course, we couldn’t kill him, so we decided that

sell (v) ขาย
medicine (n) ยา
know (v) รู้จัก
Scottish (adj)

the man had to pay. But do you know something? The

man didn’t care. He was cold. He smiled and his smile
was black and evil, “If you want me to pay, I’ll pay,” he

m

said, “How much?” A hundred pounds, we said.’
Mr Enfield stopped for a moment.

‘A hundred pounds?’ said Mr Utterson.

Sa

‘Yes,’ said Mr Enfield, ‘but I was worried. He didn’t
have any money with him.’

‘Did the man pay?’ asked Mr Utterson.
‘Oh yes!’ said his cousin, ‘And where did he go to

get the money? He went into that door there. That old
door.’

Mr Enfield pointed his stick at the old door again,

of course แน่นอน
decide (v) ตัดสินใจ
had to (pt ของ have)

ต้อง

pay (v) ชดใช้, จ่าย
care (v) ใส่ใจ
cold (adj) เย็นชา
smile (v) ยิ้ม
smile (n) รอยยิ้ม
black (adj) มืดมน
if (conj) ถ้า
pound (n) เงินปอนด์
for a moment

ครู่หนึ่ง

worried

(adj)

รู้สึกกังวล

money (n) เงิน
get (v) เอามา
old (adj) เก่า
again (adv) อีกครั้ง
key (n) กุญแจ
cash (n) เงินสด
give (v) ให้
cheque (n) เช็กเงินสด
careful (adj) รอบคอบ

‘He had a key.’
‘Mmm. Did he pay in cash, or did he give you a
cheque?’ asked the lawyer, always a very careful man.
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pl
e

m

Sa

‘He gave us ten pounds in gold and a cheque for the
other ninety pounds. The name on the cheque was a
very famous name.’
‘I see,’ said Mr Utterson.
‘It’s a strange story, isn’t it? A man doesn’t usually
go into another man’s house and come out with a cheque
for ninety pounds!’
‘No, no,’ answered Mr Utterson, ‘Did the little girl

มีชื่อเสียง

usually

(adv)

another

(det)

โดยปกติ

อีกคน, อีกอัน
answer (v) ตอบ
bank (n) ธนาคาร
wait (v) รอ, คอย
open (v) เปิด
got

(pt ของ get)

pl
e

get the money from the bank?’

gave (pt ของ give) ให้
gold (n) ทองคำ�
other (adj) อื่น ๆ
name (n) ชื่อ
very (adv) มาก
famous (adj) โด่งดัง,

‘Oh yes,’ said Mr Enfield, ‘I waited with the man

until the bank opened. Well, we all waited: the doctor,
the girl’s father and I! The little girl got her hundred

m

pounds. There was no problem with the cheque.’

‘Oh dear,’ said the lawyer, ‘I don’t like this story at
all. What do you think? Does your evil man live in the

Sa

house with the door?’

‘No, he doesn’t. He gave his address at the bank. He

lives in a square, not in a street.’
‘Did you ask the man about this house?’
‘No, I didn’t. I didn’t want to know. I think it’s better

not to ask too many questions. I can’t explain why, but
sometimes I watch the door. No one goes in or out,

ได้รับ

problem (n) ปัญหา
oh dear (interj)

ให้ตายเถอะ

not... at all ไม่...เลย
address (n) ที่อยู่
square (n) จัตุรัส
better (adj) ดีกว่า
too (adv) มากเกินไป
many (det) หลาย
question (n) คำ�ถาม
explain (v) อธิบาย
sometimes (adv)

บางครั้ง

watch (v) เฝ้าดู
no one (pron)

ไม่มีใคร

except

ยกเว้น

(prep)

horrible

เลวร้าย

a lot of

(adj)
(det)

จำ�นวนมาก

difficult

(adj)

ยากลำ�บาก

except my horrible man and he doesn’t come here very
often. I don’t know who lives in the house with the door.
There are a lot of houses around here. It’s difficult to see
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end (v) สิ้นสุด
begin (v) เริ่ม
ask (v) ถาม
look like (v) มีหน้าตา
thought (pt ของ think)

คิด

know,’ he said, ‘There’s something I don’t like about

(adj) มีท่าทีแปลก ๆ

him, but I don’t know what. He’s a strange-looking
man. Horrible. But I don’t really know why.’
‘I have another question,’ said the lawyer, ‘Are you
sure he used a key?’
‘I’m certain.’

(adj)

‘You see, my dear cousin, I know the man who lives
in that house. That door is the door to his laboratory. His

m

answer (v) ตอบ
still (adv) ยังคง
because (conj) เพราะ
last week

สัปดาห์ที่แล้ว

pl
e

น่าสนใจ

‘Hyde.’
Mr Enfield thought for a minute. ‘I don’t really

sure (adj) มั่นใจ
use (v) ใช้
key (n) กุญแจ
certain (adj) มั่นใจ
dear (adj) ที่รัก
cousin (n) ลูกพีล่ กู น้อง
laboratory (n)
interesting

‘What’s your man’s name?’ asked Mr Utterson.
‘And what does he look like?’

for a minute สักครู่
really (adv) จริง ๆ
like (v) ชอบ
strange-looking

ห้องทดลอง

where one house ends and another one begins.’

name isn’t Hyde, his name is Jekyll, Dr Henry Jekyll!’
‘Well, isn’t that interesting?’ answered Mr Enfield,

Sa

‘Jekyll was the name I saw on the cheque! But Hyde
had a key to that door that night and he still has a key
to that door. I know this, because I saw him use it last
week!’

22 The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde

AFTER-READING ACTIVITIES

Stop & Check
1

Choose the correct words for this summary of Chapter One.

pl
e

Mr Utterson is a very good (1) doctor/lawyer. He doesn’t talk very much,
but he is very good at listening. On (2) Sundays/Wednesdays, he enjoys
walking with his (3) cousin/son, Mr Enfield. One Sunday, while the men are
walking, Mr Enfield tells a story about a horrible (4) woman/man whose
name is Mr Hyde. The man was walking down a street one evening, when
a young (5) girl/boy ran into him. She fell down and Mr Hyde walked over
her; he didn’t stop to help. Everyone was angry with Mr Hyde and asked
him to pay some money to the girl. Mr Hyde opened a (6) window/door
on the street with a key. He came back with some (7) bread/money and a
cheque. The cheque had another man’s name on it. Mr Utterson knows the
man who lives in the house. His name is (8) Dr/Prof Jekyll.

Find the odd word out in each group. More than one answer may be
possible.
1 A dog

B cat

C apple

D bird

2 A cheque

B cash

C money

D bank

3 A jump

B run

C walk

D smile

4 A trust

B like

C love

D hate

5 A coat

B jacket

C stick

D shirt

6 A evil

B nice

C polite

D kind

Sa

2

m

Glossary Work
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Grammar
3a The police had some questions about Mr Enfield’s story. Complete
them using did, was, were.
Where
What time

did

this happen?
it?
it light or dark?
Where
the man meet the girl?
How old
the girl?
How many people
at the corner?
How much
the man pay?
What
the man’s name?

pl
e

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3b Can you answer the police officer’s questions?

BEFORE-READING ACTIVITY

4

m

Speaking

Here are some events from Chapter Two. Can you guess the answers
to the questions?

Sa

1 Mr Utterson goes to see Dr Jekyll. Why?
2 Mr Utterson is angry with Dr Jekyll. Why?
3 We meet a man called Dr Lanyon. Who is he?
4 Mr Utterson starts looking for Mr Hyde. Why?
5 Mr Hyde gives his address to Mr Utterson. Why?
6 Dr Jekyll is angry with Mr Utterson. Why?

24 The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde

3

Chapter Two

Who is Mr Hyde?
That evening, Mr Utterson was worried. He ate his
dinner, but he didn’t enjoy it. He usually spent Sunday
evenings reading a long book. He liked to read until

ใช้เวลา

pl
e

midnight and then go to bed. That Sunday evening,

evening (n) ตอนเย็น
worried (adj) กังวล
dinner (n) มื้อค่ำ�
enjoy (v) เพลิดเพลิน
usually (adv) มักจะ
spent (pt ของ spend)

things were different. Immediately after dinner, he went

into his office. There, he opened a drawer in his desk

and took out an envelope. On the front of the envelope
were the words Dr Jekyll’s Will. Mr Utterson opened

read (v) อ่าน
midnight (n)

เวลาเที่ยงคืน

then (adv) หลังจากนั้น
go to bed เข้านอน
immediately (adv)

ทันที

this will,’ he said to himself, ‘Why did Jekyll make it?’

envelope

m

the envelope and looked at the will. ‘I’ve never liked

drawer (n) ลิ้นชัก
desk (n) โต๊ะทำ�งาน
took out (pt ของ take)

Sa

Mr Utterson started to read.

When I die, I, Dr Henry Jekyll, leave
all my money and my house to my good
friend, Mr Edward Hyde.

That was quite normal. The second sentence was not

so normal.

If I disappear, if no one sees me for
three months, I want Mr Edward Hyde
to have all my money and my house.

หยิบออกมา

(n)

ซองจดหมาย
front (n) ด้านหน้า
word (n) คำ�
will (n) พินัยกรรม
look at (v) มอง, จ้อง
said to oneself

(pt ของ say)

พูดกับตัวเอง

make (v) ทำ�
start (v) เริ่ม
die (v) ตาย
leave (v) ทิ้งไว้
quite (adv) ค่อนข้าง
normal (adj) ปกติ
second (det) ที่สอง
sentence (n)

ประโยค

disappear (v) หายไป
month (n) เดือน
want (v) ต้องการ
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